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About This Game

Clutch is a fast-paced arcade racing game which will challenge the resilience of anyone's nerves. You play as a person who has
survived a catastrophe of the Large Hadron Co 5d3b920ae0
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Nice hommage to Carmageddon, go check it out!. At the moment Clutch is only 2.99 Euro and at this price, buy it. But the
normal price of 9.99 Euro is too high in my opinion. The story is simply stupid and it does not help at all that the short story
snippets are triggered by particular missions, which you can play without any order. But apart from that, for 2.99 the game
offers quite some fun.. Great game, highly recommended!. I really wanted to like this game but there's more issues to it that
makes it not worthwhile. Granted it has a few gems to it. I mean come on, who doesn't like fast cars and killing zombies at the
same time. The game mechanics are generic but the physics are believeable enough. The hud is extremely confusing unless you
pay close attention and die so many times in demolition . Demolion mode has some quirks to work out with the A.I. but
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otherwise generally decent. Now this is personal gripe so take it with a grain of salt, I like customizing my cars.alot. From
moving the decals to upgrading pistons in the engine. This game just gives you paint job with no choice in decals whatsoever.
However, you can upgrade yur car's weapons which is decent. It's not. And getting new cars is a challenge in itself considering
you have to litteraly beat the everlasting hell out of the other car you want. And even then, there may be the case your car is slow
enough to be overtaken by a snail that the other car can leave you in in it's dust blood and zombie infested wake. All in all the
game itself had potential, and it could have used some major developing before being turned loose, but the mediocre
customization, confusing as hell story, and difficulty of getting something better than that clunker you get at the start almost
make this game dead in the water. 4/10 "The Diamond in the Rough zombie driver.". Pretty fun if you're looking for a quick fix
of arcade racing/demolition/random zombie slaying. Not an astounding game by any means, and it doesn't bring much new to
the table, but it's pretty entertaining if you can get it for pretty cheap.. Works fine on Debian Sid. Brings back memories of
Carmageddon.
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